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SOLIDSKY

Make the most of 
your terrace

Discover the variety of the SolidSky awning, the perfect addition to a 

skylight or smaller veranda. The SolidSky creates a cool atmospheric spot 

during hot sunny days. This way, your home or terrace will always remain 

a pleasant place to stay.

By more effectively regulating heat and cold, you save on heating and 

cooling costs, depending on the season. Furthermore, you are assured of 

protection against harmful UV radiation. This contributes to your health 

and the lifespan of your interior and/or exterior. With SolidSky, you opt for 

full control over lighting and the atmosphere of your living environment, 

a perfect harmony between functionality and style.



DISCOVER

The versatility of the SolidSky

SolidSky conservatory awnings are suitable for various types of 

verandas. There are several reasons to choose conservatory awnings:

Can be mounted above or below the glass

Control light and shade on your terrace

Keeps the terrace cool

Contributes to energy savings

Protects against the sun

Protects furniture from discolouration

Creates a space with privacy

Easy to control





Sunscreen fabric

An important part of outdoor sun protection is the fabric. For instance, 

the fabric provides protection against UV radiation, saves on energy 

costs and creates atmosphere. There are various options when it 

comes to material and design. Almost anything is possible. It’s all 

about what suits your situation and wishes.

Contribute to KWF Dutch Cancer Society

With a selection from the Tibelly brand’s fabric collection, a 

contribution goes to KWF Dutch Cancer Society. For more information 

about the fabric and the contribution, please visit Tibelly.nl.

Looking for inspiration or some personal advice?

Visit your dealer!



Specifications

The SolidSky conservatory awning can be mounted either above or below the 

conservatory. The advantage of mounting above the conservatory is that in this way the 

heat on your terrace is better regulated. During summer, the awning helps to keep your 

terrace cool, whereas in winter it aids in warming the space. Mounting under the glass 

of the conservatory has the advantage that the SolidSky is less subject to wear and tear. 

Weather influences play a smaller role with this type of mounting.

Pure white (RAL 9010)

Cream (RAL 9001)

Anthracite grey textured (RAL 7016)

Prefer another colour? Ask your dealer for the options.

Control options  

Choice of controls: wall switch, remote control or via app.

Popular colours

Width (max.) Projection (max.)

SolidSky - mounting above glass 6000 mm 5000 mm

SolidSky - mounting below glass 6000 mm 4000 mm

Size options




